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INTRODUCTION 

There is a tendency in Scandinavia and many other countries in the world, also 
USA, to reduce ventilation in order to save energy and lower the cost for 
HVAC. It looks like there are conflicting interests between hygiene and comfort 
on the one hand, and energy economy on the other hand. This situation has 
made us look at yentilation in terms of efficiency. We believe that ventila
tion can be done more efficient, indicating that decreased ventilation does 
not; necissarily mean decreased air quality. In fact, if one looks at the 
zone of occupancy, it is possible to increase ventilation aiT change rate in 
this zone without increasing the air change rate for the room in qu~stion. 

The research projeQ.t reviewed by this paper has the objective of establishing: 
i. Expressions for ventilation efficiency. 

ii. Methods for measuring ventilation efficiency. 
iii. Rules for achieving efficient ventilation. 

RESULTS 

Expressions for Ventilation Efficiency. 

The objective of the ventilation precess is to maintain a certain air qu
ality in the zone of occupation, i. e. to control contamination:llevels acc
ording to set standards. Heat and cold can in this respect also be trea
t:d as contamina~ions. Cont~ntaion levels a:e expressed as con3entra
tl0ns. Concentratlons of chemJ.cal substances mJ.ght be ppm or mg/m. Con
centrations of heat, etc. are kJ/m3 (pCpT). Almost all yentilation pro
cesses are gouverned by turbulent diffusion of contaminations, i.e. con
taminations are spread by the air currents in the room .. The turbulent 
diffusion constants are roughly the same for both heat and respirable air
borne chemicaIs. 
The conservation equation for steady state is 

(CE-CS)V = Q 
~ = source production rate 
V = ventilation air flow rate 
CE= steady-state concentrat~on ln the exhaust air 
CS= steady-state concentratl0n ln the supply air 

The source production rate is the net rate. All local exhaust are sub
tracted. For heating/cooling Q is the net heating/cooling 10adhandled by 
the _general ventilation system. Tt is now convenient to separate the zone 
of occupancy, or the working zone, from the rest of the room. Accordingly 
equation I is transformed introducing C

W
' the concentration in the working 

zone. 
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The part (CE-CW)V might now be .regarded either as an additional local e.x
haust, or as an additional contru.nination source, depending on the sign. 
Required ventilation air flow rata is 

A convenient referance process is. complete mixing. CE is then equal to CW' 
Required yentilation air flow rata ~or complete mixing is . 

V = Q/(C -C ) cm W S (4) 

Q, Cw and Care equal and it is obvious that V /V could be called a steady 
state yentiîation efficiency. The notation EI~m is used for this efficiency . . 

ElI = VCm/V= [(CE-CW) + (CW-Cs)]/(cw-csFl+<cE-Cw)/(Cw-Cs) (5) 

It is easy to see that this efficiency (depending on the system lay out) 
~ght become greater than 1. A high wall/ceiling supply and exhaust ven
tilation scheme, run as a war~ air heating system, develops thermal strati
fication. Then C > C and CS> CV' It is easy to see that ElI then is less 
than 1, and accor~ngïy,the yentllation system is low-efficient. It is, 
howéver, not obvious from the efficiency-expression to conclude the system 
inefficient to every type of chemical contamination. It depends on the 
location o~ the source of contamination and the density of the contamination 
compared to the density of the room air. If the chemical contamination is 
similar to the "thermal contamination", efficiency is also equal. It is 
obvious that steady state efficiency is strongly dependent on the charac
teristics of the source and the ventilation process, but in general, systems 
with positive (CE-CW)/(CW-CS ) are fayourable and should be looked for. 

In real situations transient state is as much important as steady state, and 
for this reason there is a need for defining a transient ventilation effici
ency as well. Our e.x:perience ~rom practice is that one of ten gets thermal 
stratification which behaye yery much like a two-box model with complete 
mixing within each box. A two-box model is for this reason used to arrive 
at e.x:pressions for transient ventilation efficiency [2]. Other have also 
used this approach (Malmström [1], Sandberg [4]). 

The exchange of air betweenthe boxes is determined by the temperature con
ditions and the location of the air outlets. If contamination is produced 
in a room with two or more zones of air currents, there is a reason to be
lieve th at the concentration will be unequally distributed between the zones. 
This is due to the unequal supply of fresh air in the zones. 

If a room is ventilated by jets, air will be entrained into the jets. Af ter 
the jets have been dissolved, the air is trasnported back again and into the 
jets. In this waya circulating zone is established. 

Two main factors determine whether the whole room is directly influenced by
the air- current·· from thej et: 
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a) The size of the·room. 

b) The temperature of the ?UP9ly air. 

A high. wallor eeiling supply and exhaust ventilati0n seheIDe as shown in i'ig. 1, 
may establish circulation zones qS shown in the figure. 

v .... ~ Ce .... V 
" C:1 " 

ti ZONE 1 . f3'Vl -l~'- -1- -- -------

Cw ZONE 2 C  
2 

~ 

Fig. l. Air currents.in a confined room. Supply of warm air. The mixing 
between the zones is indicated by S. 

Supposing the room is filled with a tracer gas. Af ter complete mixing, the 
decay of the tracer gas.is studied. 

The differential equations for the decay will be: 

concentration in the exhaust air 

C2 = Cw - con.centration in the working zone 

B 

v 

t 

- exchange factor indicating the mixing between the zones 

- alr flow rate 

- the ratio between the volume of zone land the complete 
volume of the'room 

- time 

The- differential equatio (1) and( 2 f have a rather simple analytical solu
tion. 
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The gene.ral di1'ferential equations haye a 1'orm. 

ë!yl 
dt = allYl + a12Y2 

ë!y2 
dt = a 21Yl + a 22Y2 

These.e@a.tions ha.ve a, solution i1' letting 

The 

V n = nominel air change .1'ate = -.V 

analytical solution gives 

1+8 ~ . B 
a =---n a' =---n 
11 K '12- K 

a = '_13_ n a - - _13_ n 
21 1 - K 22 - 1 - K 

all + a 22 ± /(a~l + a 22 )2 - 4(al1• a 22 - a12 a 22 )' 
À=~~~---=~-=~--~=-~~~~~ 

2 

This in turn yields 2 values 1'or each K 

K2 all + a 21 -A.-
KJ. = - a

12 
+ a

22 
-;t,. 

However, Kl can be put equal to 1, and a 1'inal solution is, ifthe starting 
can:centratlOns C (t) = C (t) = C(O) 1'0.1' t = O. 

e w 

l-~ À • t l-~ (À
2 

- À
l
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l-~ À ·t l-~ 2 

C (t) 2 . Ik 1 2 k
2 

(À 2 - Àl)·t 
= C(O) ~ 2 . e [1- . --e ] 

w_ 
2 - k 2 

2 1-2k Ik 
2 2 

where l k2 , 2k2 and À1~ are functians of K, n and 13 . 

With complete mixing, eq. (3) and eq. (4) simply wil1 reduce ta 

-nt C (t·) =-c (0) e-
cm 

(4 ) 
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n~~ > [~], indicating that a.fter a certain time, which usual has the order 
of __ magnitude close to the nominal t:i,me constant .for the ..room, the 

concentratÏ.on decay MS the· s.a.me rate .for éach box. The concentrations how
eyer, are .dii'i'eremt .for each. box, nó:rmally lowest .for the rr supply boxll (de
pending on the thermal characteristics. o.f the supply air, the no.m.inal Itsupply 
boxll is not always the real supplybox). The concentration dii'i'erence is 
strongly dependent on Band 50 is the À' s and the K' s . In a lin. -log. plot 
(lin. time, log. conc.) oi' the concentration decay, À is the slope o.f decày 
curye, indicating how .fast contaminations are dilut·ed, i'ig. 2. 

lJ 

c: 
o 

' .... 

Lin, ) 

time 
Fig. 2. Decay oi' tracer gas ~n a room with two zones. Single logarithmic 

diagram. 

The dil ut ion rate is the same i'or the whole room except i'or a constant ratio 
between the concentration in each box. It is obvious that the box with the 
lowest concentration in total has th.e best ventilation. Nevertheless, Àl is 
a measure .for the overall peri'ormance o.f the ventilation system and shouId be 
co.m.pared with n, the nominal air exchange rate i'or the room. The ratio-Àl/n 
is adopted as a transient ventilation e.fi'iciency, Er 

E = -À In I 1 
(8) 

Malmström [1] has shown that El is equa1 to the ratio between the concentra
tion in the exhaust air, C , and the mean concentration i'or the room inques
tion, C ,.:during transient ~onditions, which is the same as the dei'inition of 
ventilation efi'iciency used by Rydberg (1947), [3]. 

The e.f.ficiency could also be dei'ined as the ratio between the concentration 
in the exhaust air and the working zone, similar to steady stat~. 

C (t) 
_ e = 

EIV - C (t) 
w·
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(9)
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After the period of stabilization, eQ. (9) can be written as 

(lo) 

Since this ratio does not relate to any xeference condition, only is simply 
an expression far the concentrati6n' distxibution in the'roam, it is not a 
useful taal ta describe yentilation efficiency. Erv and Er are, however, 
clasely connected. 

Now, if the e.xhaust opening is -::mov,ed to box 2-law, fig. 3, a,ltdia:gonall! :v.en
tilation scheme is produced. 

Fig. 3. Flow patterns far a twa-box~odel, supply and e.xhaust ~n different 
boxes. 

The same scheme is produced also if supply opening is maved to box 2-1ow 
istead of the exhaust. This process is governed by the differential eQua
tions (1) and (2). 

= 1+6 a =.ê. n = 1+6 1+6 a ---n a ---n a12 
=--n 

~nxll K ' 12 K S in ~{ 11 
K ' K 

S 
E 1.n 1+6 1+6 

Kïn, 
= _'_6 n 1+6 a 21 

=--n a22 = ---n a21 
a =--- n 

l~K ' l-K l-K ' 22 1- K 

Fig. 4 shows the calculated efficiency El and El as a function of B for 
different ventilation and contamination source s~emes. Note that the dia
gonal ventilation scheme, supply and exhaust in different boxes, is the most 
efficient. _And :furthermore: Complete mixing is the worst- situation for the 
diàgonal' sCheme, while best far the' "canventianal scheme". This indicates 
that complete mixing is not what one always should aim at, and that it should 
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Fig. 4. Different efficiencies as a function ol' S. "Diagonal scheme" in 
the upper· part, "short circuiting scheme" in the lower part. 

be possible to improve yentilation efficiency by simply changing to diagonal 
solutions. Best results are aèhieye.d if one supports the natural tendency for 
thermal stratification and use .diagonal bottom fed ventilation schemes. This 
is what we successfUlly have done in industrial plants in Norway the last few 
years. It is of course important here to avoid supplying air with higher tem
perature than the air in the working z.one. Other conclusions .trom fig. 4 is 
firstly. tha t EI aoes not depend on the source, contrary to ElI' and secondly: 
It is no prerequisit to do tests With uniform initial concentrations in the 
ràom. 

Experimental technique 

Tests have been carried out ~n a room as shown in Fig. 5. 

Four different locations of' the air exhaust we;re used. Th.e air auppl.y .. w.a.s ,a 
slot with a width. of 20 mm mounted just beneath the ceiling. To simulate 
a contaIDinated convection current, thetracer gas was supplled near a heat 
source of 60 W as shown in the figure. 
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Fig. 5. The model which was used for the laboratory investigations. 

A number of probes for tracer gas ~easurements were placed on a column (rig) 
which could be placed at different positions in the room. The probes were 
placed in 5 different levels, 0.12, 0.57, 1.07, 1.60 and 2.0 m above the 
floor. One probe was placed in the exhaust duet. 

The column was placed at six different positions, of which it is only re
ferred to three in this paper. At each. positions a number of samplings were 
taken at the different levels. 

The sampling, analyzing of ~easureinents and moving of the rig were done auto
matic, based on a microprocessor. 

The studies started with a "clean" room. The tracer gas supply and the samp
ling were started at the same time. The gas concentration increased until 
the steady-state was obtained. In the steady-state situation the column was 
~oved to the five other positions .Then it retlirned to th.e starting posi
tion, and th.e tracer gas supply was turned 01'1' before starting the transient 
measurements. 

N20 was used as a tracer gas. The ~easurements were done with an infrared 
gas analyzer type DRAS 1. Multipoint measurements with ane analyzer was con
duc'ted"., by means of an aurilliary pumping system as shown in .tig ... 6 ~_. 
Test air for testing was continously sucked through the 6 tubes from 
themeasuring'points. The solenoid valves were located close to the analyzer 
and the pump and the analyzer sucked the gas through each tubes in sequence. 
The valve switching was controlled by the microprocessor. Af ter each 
switching there was a certain time log due to a short distance between the 
salp.noid manifold and the analyzer. 
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Pump 

To _analyser 

Fig. 6. Tubing and valve arrangements ~or auxiliary suction ~rom measuring 
points. 

Test results ------------
Fig. 6 shows a typical test record. The ventilation scheme ~or this record 
is high wall supply and exhaust ("short circuiting scheme"). The concentra
tions are increasing gradually fiom zero up to steady state level. The measured 
concentrations are fluctuating very much, except for the exhaust air measure
ments. This is due to the source characteristics which together with the 
ventilations system creates much turbulence. 
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Tracer gas test record. "Short-circuiting scheme". 
6.T = + 90 C, n = 6 airchanges per hbur. 
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The fluctuations continue ~or the same reason through the steady st~teperiod. 
In the decay period (trac~r gas supply is shut off), the concentr~tions de
crease gradually to zero. During this perio.d the measurements are not fluc
tuating. The reason for this is that the concentrations are distributedmore 
even when the source is. shut of~.· The· curye fitting. regression coe~fisients 
for all measurements are satisfactory in spite of the fluctuations. It 
should be mentioned th at the heat source is not switched' off when the tracer 
gas 'supply is cut. 

In fig. 8 a lin.-log plot o~ the concentrations is Eade ~or the decay periode 

10 v 
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20 
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vv 

Six main features in these 
measurements should be 
pointed on: 

1. Concentration levels 
are different for different 
levels in the room. 

..... 
0\ 
~ ( " 2. The log.-lin.plot of 

the decay curves ~n concen
tration - time diagram tends 
to become parallell straight 
lines. 
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Fig. 8. Log.-lin. plot of decayperiod in ~ig. 7. 

3. The difference in concen
tration between various loca
tions for steady state and 
transient state are not eClual. 

4. Th.ere are great fluctua
tions in concentration levels 
when the concentration source 
is present. 

5. Transient state decay does not depend on the source, steady state does. 

6. Efficiences are lower than unity. 

These findings correspond reasonably well with the two-box model. 

Measurements of Malmström [5] show that~ during the building up transient 
period the slope of the lin.-log curves, taking the difference betweensteady 
state concentration levels and the measured concentrations for each point, a~e 
eClual to the slope during the decay periode This means that € might be cal
culated from the first periode We have not done that because Iof the great 
fluctuations . Our calculations of ~I arebased on the decay period. 

A still more pronounced difference between transient and steady state ~s 
shown in fig. 9. 
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Fig. 9. Tracer §as test record. "Diagonal sch.eme". 
b.T = + 9 C, n = 6 airchanges per hour. 

4 

This is a test record fram a test with a "diagonal scheme" as shown in the 
i'igure. During transient decay period there is a very little dii'i'erence in 
concentration levels between the zone of occupation andthe exhaust air. The
slope of the decay curve is much steeper than for the test shown in fig. 7. 
The nominal air change rate is the same for those two tests. This corres
ponds again very weIl with the theoretical two-box model predictions. 

Some important tests are tabulated in table 1. Tests shown are carried out 
with supply air temperature above exhatist air temperature. However, conclu
sions might be drawn i'ram these tests with. respect to what will happen when 
supply airtemperature is lower than the' roo.m temperature . 

Calculation oi' EI and ElI are shown in i'ig. 10. 

EII is the arithmetic .mean yalue i'ram .measurements in position 1, 2 and3. 
Th1S is done because of the large local yariations caused by the source. 
We believe that the mean values give areasonabIe representation oi' the over
all conditions. The local variations can be read from table 1. 



TEST TEST CONDITIONS AIR INLET/OUTLET POSITIONS EFFICIENCY STEADY STATE EFFICIENCY 
NO. TRANSIENT 

AIR EXCH. SUPPLY TEMP. /TEMP. B Q. t;J ~ 
MEAN À1 

RATE ABOVE EXHAUST TEMP. EllwI EII"II EII"III ErI21 EII2I1 EII2III VALUE ErI EI :0--

n 

1 6 42/10 Je 0,38 0,33 0,32 0,42 0,39 0,37 0,37 0,33 

2 6,81 40,6/ 9 x 0,68 1,03 3,20 0,88 0,71 1,54 1,34 1,66 

3 6 29.5/ 3 x 0,91 1,06 1,16 1,07 1,26 1,36 1,14 0,53 

4 6,44 '23,9/ 3 x 0,86 1,11 1~08 0,90 1,06 1,12 1,02 1,16 
.- -- ---- ----._. ..• --".-- - -- --" . . _- -- -~.' ----- ---"-- __ .0. ___ - -----

-o~4 0;83-- --------
5 3,96 29,4/ 9 x 0,29 0,63 1,66 0,51 1,22 1,29 

6 4,01 36,0/ 9 x 0,26 0,28 0,30 0,25 0,28 0,30 0,29 0,37 

7 4,02 23,9/ 3 x 1,00 1,09 1,15 1,02 1,02 1,02 1,05 1,31 

8 4,44 24,4/ 3 Je 0,83 0,95 0,97 0,81 0,94 0,95 0,91 0,47 
- ---.--" -.------"---- .. -.- -_._._- _.----------------- ----- ------ ,--------

9 4,08 38,4/15 x 0,54 1,32 2,76 , 0-,71 0,69 1,20 1,20 1,38 
- ---._-- ----------' ---

10 3,3 23,2/ 3 x 0,99 1,03 0,99 0,98 1,04 1,03 1,01 1,27 

11 3,0 25,9/ 6 x 0,98 1,26 1,18 1,02 1,13 1,11 1,11 1,40 

13 3,18 38,7/15 x 0,80 0,95 2,38 0,44 0,83 0,86 1,03 1,28 

14 I 3,36 44,3/20 x 0,74 0,93 1,21 0,55 0,77 0,71 0,82 1,20 
r---- ------- --c-- -'-'- _._-- -

15 2,94 47,3/15 Je 0,31 0,29 0,29 0,33 0,33 0,31 0,31 0,45 

16 2,94. - / 9 x 0,40 0,49 0,70 0,65 0,75 0,69 0,61 0,51 

17 3,48 23,3/ 3 x 1,12 1,27 1,29 1,23 1,24 1,28 1,24 1,16 • 

r-liL __ 3_~_ x - - - - - - - _, __ 9_!_~ ____ - .- . ------- ,----- ---- - _--"0" --.-"-- ._----" .- ----_.-._- -- -._--" - ---"-- - -."_._-_.--- --------
12 3,12 30,6/ 9 x 0;63 1,12 1,10 0,83 0,98 1,18 0,93 1,59 * 
12A x 1 56 ---- - .-.~ -"--- --_.-- -- - - -- -, - - .. ~ -._. --_.- - ---.. _ .. ._-- -- .. --.'--
18 3,18 21 /-6 x 0,98 0,91 1,01 0,97 0,94 1,00 0,97 1,04 

* Under influence of convection from bulb. 

No. 17A: Sam~ cond. as No. 17, but bulb switched off. 

Table 1. 
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It seems that the transient ventilation efficiency is rather independent on 
whether the exhaust is located on the same or on the opposite side compared 
to the supply side. The efficiencies are greater than or equal to one, 
which corresponds with the predictions. For the lower air change ra~es the 
steadystate efficiencies decreases with increasing temp. difference. This is 
a little difficult to explain. One exrlanation could be that the W-levels for 
the lower temperature differences are partly located in the "high box", a 
situation which gradually changes toward a more complete "low box" level for 
the higher temperature differences. For the higher air change rates, the W
levels are every one located in the "high box". The chanqe in transient 
efficiency can be explained by a change in the relative siz@_ 
of the "box" wolumes . In general the flow cc:mditfbià; are very complicated, 
where convectión currents on the wal Is play an important but still unquanti
tied role. 

It should be mentioned that all tests are run with a slot width that produces 
a momentum flux which generates appropriate air.v~locities-for comfort.reasons. 

Fig. 11 and 12 show photos from smoke tests supplying smoke at the heat and 
tracer gas source. The photos are taken some time af ter start of supply, 
showing the shape of the circulation boxes. Note the shift in the 
ability of the source to penetrate into the high box when the temperature 
difference increases. 
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Fig, 11. I!Diagonal scheme" , 
!:J.T = 30 C, n = 3. Plu.me penetrates into the "high boxll

• 

Fig. 12. I!Diagonal schemel!. 
!:J.T = 15°C, n = 3. Plume does not penetrate into the "high boxlt. 

Er and Er are shown in fig. 13. There is a marked drop ln efficienciescom
pared to \he Itdiagonal" scheme. When exhaust and supply lS located on the 
same side, the drop does not occur until the temperature difference exeeds 
50 C. This is because the contamination plume in this case, due to the direc
tion of the recirculating,c.1ll':r::ents enters more or less concentrated and st ra
tified into the exhaust opening,' This effect disappears when stratification 
increases, because the temperature of the plume is to low to allow ·the plume 
to enter the "high" box. During the decay period this, because the heat 
source is not switched off, in fact works as if exhaust take place from the 
low box, which in turn produces transient efficiency larger than 1. 
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~ig. 13. Calculation of' EI and ElI f'rom measurements as a f'unction of' I5.T. 
I!Shortcircuiting schemel! with two dif'f'erent locations of' exhaust 
opening. 

Fig. 14 and 15 show photos f'rom smoke tests, which visualize the shape of the 
circulation boxes. In aadition.to confix.ming the app1icability of' the two· 
box model, the tests using' a shorlcircuiting s'cheme demonstrate how sensib1e 
the behaviour of a ventilation system can be to the mutua1 lay-out of the 
location of supply and eXhaust openings, and the location and stxength·ofthe 
heat sources. Note here too the same shift in flow pattexns with in-
creasing temperature differance as f'or f'ig. 11 and 12. 



Fig. 14. 

Fig. 15. 

"Shortcircuiting 
llT = 30 C, n = 3. 
the "high box". 
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scheme" • 
Plume enters exhaust opening and accordingly 

"Shortcircuiting scheine"'.,
llT = 15°C, n'= 3. Plume does not penetrate into the "high- box". 

Ir now, both heat and tracer gas supply are shut orr, transient e~~iciency 
should drop. Fig. 16 shows a plot where this is done. As we can see the 
predicted drop actually take place. 
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Fig. 16. Results with the shoxtcircuiting 
schemewhen the heat source is 
switched o.f.f~ 

CONCLUSIONS 

Tests with supply air tempera
ture. lower. than the roam air 
temperature (cooling) are not 
shownhere. A few tests are 
~ of which one is tabulated 
on table l,test No. 18. The 
.results are indicating that a 
shortcircuiting scheme tends 
to behave like a diagonal 
scheme and -vice verse with high 
wall/ceiling air supply. Mo
ving air supply to floor level, 
it is obvious that supplying 
air with a temperature lower 
than the room air temperature 
produces similar results as with 
high supply of heated air. How
ever, we expect that efficiences 
for a dÏagonal scheme will be 
higher for all contaminations 
having a density lower than the 
room air. All contaminations 
having. "nor.malll concentrations, 
will become lighter than the 
room air when heated only some 
tenth of lOC. 

Expressions for ventilation efficiency are derived using a two-box theoretic model. 
The definition of ventilation efficiency arrived at in this manner can be used for 
practical measurements, and seems to be valid also for multi-box schemes. 

Dif.ferent .methods of measuring and de.fining ventilation efficiency give essential 
differences in the results. The ratio between Àl andn, EI' gives a measure of 
the average speed at which a ventilating system delutes contaminations braught 
into a room compared to complete mixing delution rate. 

The ratio between the concentration in the exhaust air and the working zone at 
~teady-state, ELI' gives a.measure of the ability of the ventilatin~ ~ystem.to 
remove contaminations from the working zone .The latter effJ.cJ.ency J.S the 

most interesting one at normal conditions. Erv' the ratio between the concentra-
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tion in the exhaust air and the working zone at transient conditions does not teIl 
much about how weIl a ventilating system removes.· contaminations .from the working 
zone. The transient EethQds do not consider the .fact that the contawin&tions are 
usually supplied .froE single sources. 

The tests show that the e.f.ficiencies yaries considerably between di.fi'erent yenti
la,ting SysteES. Orie conclus.ion sa i'ar sta,tes that with the air supply located just 
beneath the ceiling and the air exha,ust near the. floor, we will obtain the best sy
stem i'or warE air Yentilation (air heating) •. Then it shoUld be obyious that a sy
stem with air supply nearthe i'loor and exhaust beneath the ceiling should be the 
best system fOT cool air ventilation (Moling). That is, If diagonal schemes " seeES 
to be thè Eost e.fi'icient, and Eoxe ei'i'icient than having complete Eixing. 

It shouldbe~entioned that diagonal schemes with diffuse air supply (not applied 
.for heating) in the working zone have successi'ully been used in industrial plants 
ln Scandinavia the last .few years. 

In .future research, we are going to explore EQre thoroughly "diagonal schemes" with 
low level air supply, both .for. S1lla.ll and large rooms. We will also carry out .field 
Eeasurements to Eake out how ventilation e.f.ficiencies are in existing buöldings, 
and of course explore the usefuJness o.f the described methods o.f measurement. 
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